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HIS is the 34th edition of Steve Taplin’s annual
survey of the new crop of juveniles in training in
England and Ireland.

For those not familiar with previous editions, Taplin sets
out to profile around 1,700 of this season’s crop of two-year-
olds. They are listed under their trainer, with a note of their
sire, dam and damsire, foaling date, particulars of the sale at
which they were purchased, an assessment of their pedigree,
their owner and, where Taplin has persuaded the trainer to
comment, a brief quote about their prospects.
It’s a fascinating work of reference, and one of the great

joys the series provides is the opportunity to look back at
previous editions to see how the trainers’ comments compare
with the horses’ actual achievements.
In his introduction, Taplin tips his hat to an excellent piece

of naming, always a fascination when looking at
the new juvenile crop. Des Thurlby, an owner
with Chris Wall, has chosen to name his Dark
Angel colt, out of Meet Me Halfway, Purgatory.
It’s certainly clever but I’ll leave the religious
accuracy of the name to those better qualified to
judge, especially as Wall muddies the theological
waters by commenting: “There’s a bit of a devil
in him so perhaps the name is the right one for
him.” My favourite is Sir Mark Prescott’s Dawn

Approach filly out of Newsroom, snappily named ‘Early
Edition’.
One of the book’s main features is a list of ‘Fifty To

Follow’. This does appear to focus mainly on horses trained
in the south, with just Orange Blossom (James Given) and
Signora Cabello (John Quinn) representing the north. All of
which  seems odd having regard to the successes enjoyed not
only by Kingsley Park juveniles in recent years but also by
horses trained by the likes of Messrs Burke, Fahey and Ryan.
That aberration apart, the book is a treasure trove of

information about the juvenile scene and an essential read for
anyone looking to take a serious interest in this year’s two-
year-old division.
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OR the first time, the Racing Post has published
its own Royal Ascot Guide this year and I have
to say that they have done a marvellous job.

They have produced a 208-page guide to the Royal
Meeting which is colourful, bright, glossy, informative and
packed with the kind of photographs which will make the
reader want to be a part of the action.
As you might expect, the guide features an in-depth look

at all 30 races in the meeting on a day-by-day basis. It has
lively profiles not only of the top trainers and jockeys but
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also of the top horses scheduled to run at the
meeting. And while there is no doubt that the
principal aim of the guide is to help punters find
winners, there is plenty more of interest to those
looking forward to the highlight of the Flat
Racing year.
There are features on the ‘Ascot Essentials’,

survival tips, recommendations as to where to
eat and drink, photo opportunities, the

international challenge, the Queen and Royal Ascot, and
even a fashion section  --  which has my approval as it
contains an important reminder that ‘socks are a
requirement for gentlemen in all enclosures’.
It strikes me that there is plenty in the guide to entertain

the serious racing enthusiast and the occasional racegoer
alike. 
It is available from www.racingpost.com/shop .
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